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To Newen Connect’s Line-Up for Fall 2020
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Our highlights for this coming Fall include brand-new, high-end
drama series (HIP, L’Opéra, Legacy, The Spectacular), engaging
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documentaries (Resisting the Darkness, Into the World), innovative
entertainment formats (The Wonderbox, A Real Job: Nurses, The
100: Waiting for an Organ Donor), and wonderful series for kids and

33

teens (Askip, Kikoumba, Nighthawks), testifying to the great diversity
of Newen’s content.
We are also delighted to be part of the Mipcom Global Upfronts
presentations, giving you an exclusive look at our most highly
anticipated programming.
We look forward to catching up with you!
Let’s connect,
Rodolphe Buet, Chief Distribution Officer Newen

Telfrance • CAPA • TF1 Studio • 17 Juin • Blue Spirit • Tuvalu • De Mensen

(H.P.I)

HER GIFT IS POLICE’S BEST WEAPON

One night, while working as a cleaning lady in a police station, Morgane can't
resist "tidying up" the elements on an investigation board. When the cops return
the next day, they realize she's brought them a giant step closer to finding the
suspect. It turns out Morgane has High Intellectual Potential. But her 160 IQ has
never really helped Morgane in her everyday life! After questioning her and
testing her method, the police decide to bring her on board to help them track
down and catch highly intelligent criminals. Despite the mismatched duo she forms
with the brigade's captain, their first joint effort is a success. Morgane strikes a
deal with the cops: she agrees to work for them, but in exchange they have to
work for her: reopening a missing persons investigation into her first love, who
vanished fifteen years ago, when she was pregnant with her first child.
Casting : Audrey Fleurot (The Bonfire of Destiny, Spiral), Mehdi Nebbou (The
Bureau, Homeland, Munich, Rufus, Michele Moretti).
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Procedural

8x52’

Produced by
Itinéraire Productions
Septembre Productions
Commissioning broadcaster
TF1 France

© Mathieu Zazzo

© Philippe Le Roux – Thibaut Grabherr / Septembreproductions / TF1

H.I.P

L’Opéra

Mini-series

BEHIND THE GRACE LIE THE STRUGGLES

Welcome to the glamorous and merciless world of ballet dancers. At the worldrenowned Paris Opera, Zoé, a 35-year old principal dancer who's had a dazzling
career, has started to falter after too many parties, lovers and dramas. In danger
of being let go, Zoé will have to come to terms with the institution and her
fellow dancers, and overcome her own demons, to earn herself a second chance.
Meanwhile,19-year-old Flora, a Black dancer who's just joined the company,
only has a few months to stake out a place for herself and prove her mettle. And
the flamboyant and ambitious Sébastien, the company's new 38-year-old Dance
Director, is determined to make the Paris Opera Ballet shine even brighter on the
international dance stage.

8x52’

Produced by
Victoria Production
Telfrance
Belga Productions
Commissioning broadcaster
OCS France
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The Spectacular

Legacy

INSPIRED BY A TRUE STORY

A COMPELLING FAMILY CHRONICLE
ACROSS THREE GENERATIONS

4x50’
(in production)

© Pupkin

Mini-series

In the 1980s, as the Northern Ireland conflict – referred to by the English as
"The Troubles" – draws to an end, the IRA carries out a series of horrific attacks
in the southern Netherlands. They target British soldiers stationed at German
barracks who visit nightclubs over the border in Limburg. A task force of local
investigators sets out to catch the terrorists, who see themselves as freedom fighters.
As time goes on, the local team starts to suspect that their investigation is being
obstructed by Dutch and international intelligence agencies, which are making
huge efforts to prevent any arrests. Apparently, there is much more going on than
our local detectives realize. Meanwhile, the terror cell is preparing an attack in
the Netherlands of unprecedented scale – better known as "The Spectacular."

© Column Film

8x45’
(in production)

1969, the summer of love. When Alexander Munninghoff falls in love with the
free-spirited Ellen, she forces him to face his family's repressed war past. During
an emotional and ofttimes desperate search for understanding and reconciliation
with his sinister SS father, his authoritarian grandfather and his long-lost mother,
Alexander becomes a full-fledged husband, son and father.

Produced by
Pupkin

Dough

Commissioning broadcaster
NPO Netherlands

(Pourquoi je vis)
BASED ON A TRUE STORY
2x45’
or
1x90’

Mini-series

Produced by
Nexiko, Inland Film, SVT
Commissioning broadcaster
SVT Sweden

© Julien Cauvin

8x52’
(in production)
© Nexiko, Inland Film, SVT

Produced by
Column Film

Living the Dream

HAVE YOUR CAKE. AND EAT IT.

In the affluent Stockholm suburb of Lidingö, 45-year-old MALOU SANDER, a
divorced mother of two on the verge of a personal and financial breakdown, starts
leading a double life after she stumbles upon five million euros from a botched
robbery. Clueless about how to launder the money, she purchases a failing bakery
and unwittingly hires the robber’s wife, 30-year-old LIANA SKOG, who has no
idea that the money from the botched robbery that put her husband in prison is
now in the hands of her new boss.

Mini-series

The stunning true story of the tragically brief career and life of Gregory Lemarchal,
whose angelic and golden voice took France by storm. In the Spring of 1985,
Gregory’s parents find out their son has an incurable disease: cystic fibrosis. The
story of a child like no other. The story of a voice, an energy and a radiant soul
fighting for every precious minute of his life. The story of Gregory, who would let
nothing – not even a fatal disease – stop him from achieving his dream.

TV movies

Produced by
Telfrance & Cie
DMLS
Commissioning broadcaster
TF1 France

LIVING THE DREAM broke the record for the most-watched prime-time drama
show since 2006 on TF1.
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Claire Andrieux

Above the Sky

“A TRAGICOMIC MASTERPIECE.”FIGARO TV MAGAZINE

BASED ON A TRUE STORY

1x90’

TV movies

Claire Andrieux is a well-liked woman in her early forties with a sunny and
whimsical nature. Between running her tiny real-estate agency, singing in a choir
and hanging out with her sister and best friend Mallet, this self-sufficient single
woman leads a full and happy life. The only ones who ever ruffle her finely-tuned
daily routine are men. Starting with her only employee, the awkward and quirky
Gwendal, but especially Bruno, who's scouting the area for an upcoming film
shoot. As she takes him to visit house after house, a mutual attraction blossoms,
but meeting Bruno shakes up Claire's life and unearths a dark and dreadful secret.

Produced by
Leonis Productions
Commissioning broadcaster
Arte France

© Julien Cauvin / Exilène Films / TF1

(Au-dessus des nuages)

Commissioning broadcaster
TF1 France

(Leo Mattéï, brigade des mineurs)

WHEN CHILDREN ARE IN DANGER,
THEY’RE HERE TO PROTECT THEM
26x52'

TV movies

Produced by
And So On Films
Commissioning broadcaster
TF1 France

© JP Balter/TF1

1x90’

© M_Toussaint

Produced by
JLA Productions
Exilène Films

Leo Mattei: Special Unit

(Il est elle)
INSPIRED BY THE GRAPHIC NOVEL BARRICADES
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TV movies

Dorine was the only survivor of the aircraft crash where she lost the use of her
legs. She was 18. Now an adult, this tragedy also gave her the inner strength to
overcome any obstacles life throws her way. She got her pilot's license and pushed
forward with a life that's become a series of non-stop challenges. Dorine eagerly
explores new horizons and advocates for disabled persons' rights. She also faces
battles on the personal front, as a woman, mother and lover. And she does it all
with a fierce determination to break down barriers and do the impossible!

(S)he

(S)HE is the story of a transgender child named JuJu, a girl born into a boy's body.
With the onset of puberty, JuJu's discomfort explodes. Our film follows a child's
struggle to get her parents and friends to accept her true gender, as she transitions
from boy to girl. But in this tiny rural town, where everyone knows everyone else,
it's an impossible challenge. Juju will have to move in with her mother while her
parents break up.
JuJu becomes Juliette, and sings in a rock band at her new high school. With
everyone seeing her as a girl, she starts to blossom. But as her popularity grows,
social networking sites rekindle the nightmare she thought she'd left behind...

2x45’
or
1x90’

Leo Mattei, captain of the Paris Juvenile Protection Unit. Highly trained and deeply
compassionate, but above all, totally committed to the safety and well-being of kids
and teens. And when he needs to bend the law for them, he does. Leo Mattei’s
fast-paced, emotionally charged investigations explore a vast array of issues faced
by kids and their families, in today's world.

Procedural

Produced by
Big Band Story
Papillonnons
LGM Films
Commissioning broadcaster
TF1 France
International broadcasters
Amazon France
Fox Crime Italy
NBCU Spain
Europa Plus Latam
Plug TV Belgium
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(Kidnapping)
FROM THE CO-CREATOR OF THE KILLING

Rolf Larsen, a respected detective on the Copenhagen police force, has his life
brutally upended when his baby daughter goes missing. Five years after the tragedy,
a new lead emerges when a serious flaw is uncovered in the Danish police's DNA
database. Realizing that his daughter may still be alive, Rolf tries to find out what
really happened to her by investigating a parallel case with ties to an international
child trafficking ring. Rolf will get help from Claire, a seasoned French investigator
who is working on a similar case. Starring Oscar-nominated British actress Charlotte
Rampling (45 Years, Broadchurch), Poland’s rising star Zofia Wichlacz (the Netflix
thriller 1983), renowned Danish actors Anders W. Berthelsen (The Killing) and
Nicolas Bro (The Bridge, The Killing), and Olivia Joof (Perfect Places).
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Mini-series

8x45’

Produced by
Nordisk Film Production
French Kiss Picture
Commissioning broadcasters
TV2 Denmark
Arte France
International broadcasters
BBC UK
Starzplay France, Germany & Spain
NRK Norway
SVT Sweden
YLE Finland
RUV Iceland
Cinemarworld Pan Asia
Ale Kino Poland
SBS Australia
Telenet Belgium
Cosmote TV Greece
Rialto New Zealand

© JP Baltel / Elephant Story / TF1

© Nordisk Film

DNA

Fear by the Lake
(Peur sur le lac)

Mini-series

NO ONE CAN ESCAPE AN INVISIBLE KILLER

Lise and Clovis have to face a new and totally baffling threat when several people
are suddenly struck down by a mysterious and mortal curse. A virus seems to be
spreading in the city of Annecy. It's a race against the clock to find out where the virus
came from and keep it from becoming an epidemic. Was it an accident? A crime?
An act of terrorism? Does the virus have a link to the mysterious disappearance of
a little girl and her father? Every minute counts as the number of victims continues
to rise. Forcing separations, destroying plans and breaking up families, this state
of emergency will reveal the true nature of everyone involved - and change their
lives forever.

6x52’

Produced by
Elephant Story
Commissioning broadcaster
TF1 France
International broadcasters
Walter Presents USA
Salto France
Cosmote TV Greece
TV5 Quebec Canada
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in Andalousia

Film in Mauritius

The Traveller

Mini-series

(Le Voyageur)

ONE CAN OUTRUN THE LAW. NO ONE ESCAPES JUSTICE

4x90’
& more
to come

Love In… Collection
(Collection « Coup de foudre »)

Produced by
Télécip
Commissioning broadcaster
France 3
International broadcasters
RTBF Belgium
RTS Switzerland

7x90’
& more
to come
01/04/2020 14:06

Each film in this soul-stirring collection tells an explosive love story that unfolds in
a dream setting in a foreign land (India, French Polynesia, Vienna, Lapland, etc.),
with an entirely new cast brought in for each new standalone episode! Each love
story also explores a strong contemporary theme with wide universal appeal:
family, solitude, commingling, etc... Airing in prime time on TF1, the LOVE IN
collection has won over a large and loyal audience (more than 6.4 million viewers
on TF1 for LOVE IN LAPLAND).

Love in Jaipur, Love in Lapland, Love in Bora Bora, Love in Vienna,
Love in Saint-Petersburg, Love in Andalusia, Love in Mauritius more
to come… Love in Greece, Love in Amazonia
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TV movies

LOVE IS IN THE AIR
LOVE ANDALOUSIA-KEYART.indd 1

Every year, 310 killings in France go unsolved, leaving the victims' crushed
families in a state of endless grief. The French judicial system is implacable:
there's no money to continue investigating cases that lead nowhere. Hunting down
murderers to help bereaved families get justice is more than just a job, it's a duty
for Thomas BARESKI, a retired, hotshot police detective. A wandering, footloose,
nature-loving soul who lives out of his van, Thomas BARESKI isn't just a one-of-kind
man, he's also an extraordinary police officer who's ready to upend his way of
life to fulfill his mission.

18/09/2020

© Sweet Pixel

© Toussaint

LOVE IN MAURITIUS-KEYART.indd 1

Produced by
Big Band Story
Nexus Factory
Beaubourg Stories
Commissioning broadcaster
TF1 France
International broadcasters
TVP Poland
Antena 3 Spain
RTBF Belgium
Netflix France
MHZ Networks
Inter TV – channel
Good TV
RTVS Slovakia
Telewizia Polska Poland
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Munch: A Maverick,
Fun-Loving Lawyer

Profiling
(Profilage)

#1 FRENCH CRIME SERIES
SOLD INTO 102 TERRITORIES

(Munch)
SHE DOES IT THE WRONG WAY – FOR THE
RIGHT REASONS

Procedural

They call her "Munch": Gabrielle Munchowski, a lawyer unlike any other. She runs
a law firm with her friend and associate, Hubert Bellanger. Munch and her team
take on tough cases, defending the innocent and marginal against all odds. Bold
and irreverent, she will cross any line - even if it means bending the law. She will
stop at nothing to defend her clients. Intuitive, yet strong-willed and pragmatic in
the face of administrative and judiciary absurdity, she inspires her unconventional
team and faithful followers. Everyone has something to learn from Munch.
Is it legal? No, it's Munch!

Produced by
JLA Productions
Exilène Films
Commissioning broadcaster
TF1 France
International broadcasters
Fox TV Baltics
Fox Portugal
Salto France
TV5 Quebec Canada
Europa Plus Latam
Fox TV CIS

© Nicolas Roucou

102x52’
(10 seasons)

© TF1 Production

24x52’
(3 seasons)

The world of Profiling is turned upside down by the arrival of a new character
with an explosive personality: Elisa Bergman! Rocher crosses paths with her on
an investigation and soon realizes that maybe she's not who she seems to be. He
doesn't know it yet, but that meeting is about to change his own life and the lives
of the whole criminal police division forever.

Candice Renoir

International broadcasters
Sony (AXN) CEE
Fox Crime Italy
NBCU Spain
RTBF Belgium
TV5 Quebec Canada
Amazon France
Antena 3 Spain
Walter Presents USA
Pro Sieben Sat1 Germany

LEARN, INVESTIGATE, JUDGE
36x52’
(5 seasons)
Season 6 in production (8 episodes)

Procedural

Produced by
Boxeur de Lune
Boxeur 7
Commissioning broadcaster
France 2
International broadcasters
Fox Crime Italy
Rai 2 Italy
ZDF Germany
Sony (AXN) Spain & Portugal
Paramount Channel Spain
Sony (AXN) CEE
Fox Life Russia & CIS
RTP2 Portugal
Radio-Canada
Amazon Prime Video France
Sony (AXN) Latam

Procedural

© France 3

© Fabien Malot FTV

Commissioning broadcaster
TF1 France

(La Stagiaire)

78x52’
(8 seasons)
Season 9 in production (10 episodes)
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Produced by
Beaubourg Audiovisuel

The Intern

NOT YOUR TYPICAL WORKING MUM

After putting her career on standby for 10 years, Candice Renoir returns from
Singapore and joins the police force in a port town in southern France. Despite
her rusty detective skills and her unit’s flagrant defiance, and a superior officer
whose cynicism doesn’t make her job any easier, Candice is determined to turn
her so-called weaknesses into strengths. She solves the most complex cases thanks
to her common sense and keen observation skills, boosted by a pragmatic nature
honed by a busy daily routine. Candice may seem naive on the outside but she’s
savvy on the inside, and no one can resist her!
Season 8 has set new ratings records on France 2 with a market share of 22%
on the 4+ and 11% on the marketing target.

Procedural

After being wrongfully imprisoned due to a judicial error, Constance Mayer
decides to try a new career path. At the age of fifty, the former farmer earns
a law degree and moves to Marseille to clerk for the highly demanding judge
Frédéric Filiponi. Constance is a bubbly and energetic woman who doesn’t hold
back, bringing a fresh perspective to the cases the duo takes on. She draws the
ire of her colleagues at the courthouse, who think she has a chip on her shoulder.
But Constance’s empathetic nature and untraditional approach turn the clerkship
into a mutual learning experience, as her novel investigation methods and humane
approach force Filiponi to step outside his comfort zone.

Produced by
Elephant
Gazelle et Cie
Commissioning broadcaster
France 3
International broadcasters
Fox Crime Italy
RTS Switzerland
RTBF Belgium
Amazon Prime Video France
iTunes France
NBC Universal ex Yugoslavia
LNK Lithuania
RTP Portugal
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Catatainment

(Hors de contrôle)

20

Resisting the Darkness

Current affairs

(Résister même à la nuit)

A NEW LOOK INTO MAJOR CATASTROPHIES

A first-ever, detailed breakdown of the biggest disasters of our times (Chernobyl,
the Twin Towers, the crash-landing on the Hudson River, Fukushima...).
OUT OF CONTROL mixes accounts from firsthand witnesses and renowned
experts with archival footage and never-before-seen 3D animation, to decipher
and explain what happened on a technical and scientific level in some of the
world’s most famous disasters.

© Capa

© The Alamo

Out of Control

29x52’

Produced by
Capa
Commissioning broadcaster
RMC Découverte
International broadcasters
RTBF Belgium
NRK Norway
MBC Al-Arabiya Middle East
Radio-Canada
Spiegel Germany
NTV Germany
Discovery Spain
Discovery Italy
Eesti Rahvusringhaaling
Estonia
Odisea (AMC) Portugal
WELT Germany
Polsat Poland
TVN Poland
TVP Poland
E-vision Middle East
ZDF Germany
Bell Media Canada

1x52’

In March 2011, the winds of change sweeping through the Arab world blew
across Syria. Driven by street protests, the Arab Spring held out the promise of
a new era and the end of the Assad family's decades-long rule. Among those
hoping for a revolution, Syria's women were at the fore. They let themselves
dream of real change, hoping that the advent of democracy would bring greater
freedoms in their highly conservative society. 10 years later, Syria is a black hole.
A devastated country in total chaos: 500,000 people dead, millions of refugees,
scores of martyred cities. In Idlib, throngs of women and children fleeing bombs
bear witness to a conflict that continues to drag on endlessly.
4 women will share their stories, reliving them for us bolstered by rare one-of-akind documents. All 4 lived through the same hell: revolt, war, hunger, airstrikes,
imprisonment, death, escape and exile. All 4 suffered the same losses: country,
home, loved ones, and sometimes even children. And yet most have refused to
give up hope, doing their best to build a new life and future for themselves.

Produced by
Capa
Commissioning broadcaster
France 5

From director Kamal Redouani (ISISLEAKS, INSIDE OUR ENEMIES’ LIFE).
21

Madagascar of Trees and Men
(Madagascar : des hommes et des arbres)

The forest is the key. Without it, there'd be no life on Earth. We need to protect
it, all around the globe. So Céline Cousteau has made it part of her battle. This
time Céline heads to Madagascar, for an adventure with the heroes of the forest.
On The Great Island, humankind has lived in harmony with the forest from time
immemorial. But these days, the Malagasy are tearing down trees to survive.
Except for Bao, who left her village to learn how to harness solar energy. Now
they won't need to cut down trees to cook and light their homes!
Céline follows her friend Bao on her initiatory journey. A tree left standing is
worth more than a felled tree, thanks to a bright idea from a perfume maker
named Olivier. And now by planting rare species, he's brought an entire village
back to life. In Madagascar, trees have strong allies. An electricity fairy and a
philanthropic perfumer: the modern-day good spirits of the forest.
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Discovery

2x52’

Produced by
Capa
Commissioning broadcaster
France 3
International broadcasters
E-Vision Middle-East
Ceska Televize Poland
GA&A Productions Italy
Eesti Rahvusringhaaling
Estonia
Multicanal Iberia Portugal
RTS Switzerland
AB Sweden
RTBF Belgium

© Capa

© Capa

Into the World:

Foodlab:

Social issues

And Now What Do We Eat?

1x52’
or
1x90’

(La Grande malbouffe)

Do you share the frenzied concern that grips so many of us when we cruise
the food aisles of our local supermarket? When did the act of eating become
a source of such great anxiety? Food factories are bent on feeding us cheaply,
without short-term health risks, ofttimes with help from a new public health enemy:
ultra-processed foods. Even more troubling, few people realize that many food
multinationals are little more than assemblers that piece together food stuffs made
by other food giants... who the general public knows nothing about! A close-up
look at the murky world of the agri-food industry. We have no idea how it produces
the food we eat, because, like Mary Shelley's monster Frankenstein, our food has
slipped out of its creator's control.

Produced by
Capa
Commissioning broadcaster
Arte France
International broadcasters
RTS Switzerland
RTBF Belgium
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6-10 yo

CROWN DOWN!

Every thousand years, all the animals in the kingdom are allowed to challenge
their king, with the goal of snatching the crown! There’s no escaping the law of
the savanna. For one full year, every day is the big day for King Kikoumba, who
must repeatedly defend his crown! 365 days, 365 challenges, 365 contenders
who take on Kikoumba, the king of all that moves... and the king of snoozing! It’s
going to be a very long year!

78x7’

Produced by
TF1 Production
Commissioning broadcaster
TF1 France
International broadcasters
Disney Channel Germany
All Media Latvia
DeAKids Italy
MBC3 Middle East
Wekids China & Pan Asia

© Capa

© TF1Production

Kikoumba

Askip

9-12 yo

DO YOU SPEAK TEEN?

A TV crew goes to work at François Truffaut Middle School, filming a documentary
about daily life at the school. Troubled by the boom in fake news and all the
manipulation in the media and on social networks, the school principal asks the
crew to conduct a video workshop for his students.A group of youngsters are
chosen to learn how to use cameras and hone their journalism skills. Along with
the TV crew, they'll haul their cameras around all year long, filming middle school
life. The images they gather give us an up-close look at what life is really like for
“tweens,” with all its torment, joy and uncertainty.
Already a hit in France!

40x12’
(1 season)

Produced by
Capa
Commissioning broadcaster
France 4
Okoo (France Télévisions)

Adapted from The First Years produced by Tuvalu Media.
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7+ yo

IT’S TIME FOR AN ART-VENTURE

The Scream, Starry Night… why are these artworks still such a big part of our
everyday lives, serving as touchstones even for our kids?
Created by CAPA, this fun and entertaining new short program appeals to children
and parents alike, widening kids’ cultural horizons and sharpening their critical
thinking skills by using elements and codes from contemporary pop culture to
teach them about visual images.
Fun-filled entertainment for the whole family and one of the most watched show
on France Télévisions’ kids digital platform Okoo.

55x5’

Produced by
Capa
Commissioning broadcaster
Okoo (France Télévisions)

© Tuvalu Media

© Capa

BAAM!

H3L

15+ yo

THE GEN Z PHENOMENON

H3L is a new series in which we follow the lives of five teenagers at high school. The
five main characters are in their third year of high school where they experience
numerous adventures. Now that they survived the first years of high school and
that they are no longer the babies at school, real life begins: serious relationships,
tough school parties, serious problems and ten times more homework.
The class where always something is wrong, the place you wanna be when you
are a teen, but also the nightmare of every teacher: H3L.

90x11’
(2 seasons)

Produced by
Tuvalu Media
Commissioning broadcaster
Videoland Netherlands

PRIX JEUNESSE INTERNATIONAL 2020 - SHORT PRIZE AWARD
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52x11’ / CGI / in production / 2020

Nighthawks
INTERNATIONAL EMMY AWARDS WINNER

Growing up isn’t always easy, but such fun when your BFF is a Mouse!

48x12’ daily episodes
12x45’ compilations
(2 seasons)

© Blue Spirit

Delight in the Daily Adventures of two most unlikely Best Friends Splat,
the Cat and Seymour, a mouse, as they navigate life in Moggy Bottom
and learn the Power of Kindness and Solidarity!

© De Mensen

Non
scripted

In NIGHTHAWKS, no one is afraid of the dark, but everyone wants to turn on the
lights. Six children, in teams of two, get the opportunity to spend the night playing
games on a unique deserted location. A mysterious character, the Nighthawk, lifts
them from their beds and takes them on an adventure they will not forget. In a dark
labyrinth of puzzles, the teams look for solutions with torches, backlights and lasers.
Which team is faster? Which team is fearless? Who is the brightest of the bunch
and who goes out like a light? For the winning team, the adventure continues,
because only they get to spend the rest of the night at the desolate location. They
are the Nighthawks of the week. The viewers rated NIGHTHAWKS with a 9 out
of 10 and when the show aired on public kids channel Ketnet it outperformed
Nickelodeon, Nick JR. and Disney Channel together.

Splat & Seymour

Commissioning broadcaster
TF1 France

BASED ON THE #1 NEW YORK TIMES BEST
SELLING BOOK SERIES “SPLAT THE CAT”
BY AWARD WINNING AUTHOR AND ILLUSTRATOR
ROB SCOTTON, PUBLISHED BY HARPER COLLINS.

(Splat & Harry)

Produced by
De Mensen

Produced by
Blue Spirit France

Commissioning broadcaster
Ketnet (VRT) Belgium

26x26’ / HD CGI with a 2D rendering / in production / 2020
The Future is in Their Hands in the Final Season of this Beloved
Heritage Adventure Series.
The 4th season begins in Africa with Esteban, Zia and Tao, our
inseparable 12-year-olds heroes.
Jump on the majestic Golden Condor with our intrepid friends for
their final adventures in search of the remaining Mysterious Cities
of Gold!
© Blue Spirit

Winner of the International Emmy Kids Award 2020 in the non-scripted category

Scars of Life

Produced by
Blue Spirit France

Commissioning broadcasters
France Télévisions, Télé-Québec Canada,
RTS Switzerland

The Mysterious Cities of Gold Season 4, The Final!
(Les Mystérieuses cités d’or saison 4)

SCARS ARE SIGNS OF LIFE
8x20’

En développement / avec Canal + et ARD
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Produced by
De Mensen
Commissioning broadcaster
Ketnet (VRT) Belgium

© Blue Spirit

Non
scripted

© De Mensen

SCARS OF LIFE tells the stories of children who have a special scar. They are
marked for life by something that happened in the past. In a very beautiful, open
and visually appealing way, the subjects explain how they got their scar and
how it affects them in their daily life. For some, it’s easier to just hide it, others
don’t have that option. It’s not always fun to live with them. But a scar is proof
that you’ve experienced something, that you’ve fought, that you haven’t given up
on hope. Your scar is the visible evidence, and that's nothing to be ashamed of.

Continue the Quest for Knighthood with Arthur and the Children of
the Round Table - Full of Epic Exploits and Good Fun. Let's Hope
their Friendship is up to the Task!
In this second season, Arthur and the Children of the Round
Table must work hard to thwart the plans of the deceitful Igraine
Tintagel, King Uther’s sworn enemy, now an ambassador in Camelot!
Produced by
Blue Spirit France

Commissioning broadcaster
Canal + France

Arthur and the Children of the Round Table Season 2
(Arthur et les enfants de la Table Ronde)
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A Real Job: Nurses

(La Boîte à secrets)

PRIME TIME ENTERTAINMENT FORMAT

A beloved face from childhood, a teenage first love, a song hummed a thousand
times, a long-lost friend or a place never forgotten. In this shinny floor entertainment
format, celebrities are presented with their very own Wonderbox full of surprises
that promise to take them and the audience on the most exciting adventure.
Already optioned in 6 countries.

34

© De Mensen

© Gilles Gustine FTV

The Wonderbox
Weekly

Produced by
Capa
Commissioning broadcaster
France 3
Optioned in
USA
Spain
Italy
Belgium
Netherlands
Portugal

PRIME TIME FACTUAL ENTERTAINMENT

5 Celebrities who want to experience and celebrate the nursing profession. 5
Hospital Wards that have a special meaning for each celebrity. 3 weeks to
experience first-hand the high-pressure high-stakes day to day life of a hospital
nurse. 1 Hospital, 5 celebrities do an internship in the same hospital and share
their experiences, stress and emotions during their work breaks.

8x50’

Produced by
De Mensen
Commissioning broadcaster
VTM Belgium
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Perfect Vacation Booking
7x50’

PRIME TIME FACTUAL ENTERTAINMENT

In THE 100: WAITING FOR AN ORGAN DONOR the host follows 100 people for
half a year, while they are looking for new organs. Does the new law have any
effect on the waiting list? Will there be more people who get a new organ? An
emotional and urgent six-part series with, in addition, a big kick-off episode who’ll
answer the questions above.
Optioned in Germany.
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© TF1 Productions

© Tuvalu Media

The 100: Waiting
for an Organ Donor
Produced by
Tuvalu Media

Commissioning broadcaster
NPO1 Netherlands

FACTUAL COMPETITION FORMAT

3 vacation hosts compete against each other to win the business of one family
looking for the best vacation ever.
83 episodes in France on TF1 with a global share of 15%, coming back for a
4th season.
2 seasons in Belgium (VTM) with over 30% share.

Weekly

Produced by
TF1 Production
Commissioning broadcaster
TF1 France
Adapted by
VTM Belgium
Discovery Italy

Produced under license in Italy (Discovery).
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Help! My Parents Want to
Leave the Country!

Beauty Match

(Le Choc des influenceuses)
THE FASHIONISTA’S CHALLENGE

NEW REALITY FORMAT

70 episodes
(4 seasons)

© Tuvalu Media

© Laurent Vu - TFX

8x24’

What would you do when your parents would tell you you’re going to live abroad
for a long time? How do you tell it at school? And to your friends? What do
you actually know about the country of destination? And how can you prepare
yourself? The amount of people who emigrate is still rising. As a child, you are
completely at the mercy of your parents when they decide to emigrate. Your
destiny is literally in their hands because you simply can’t choose to stay at home.
In HELP! MY PARENTS WANT TO LEAVE THE COUNTRY we see the kind of cool
adventure emigrating is and what kind of impact it has.

Produced by
Tuvalu Media
Commissioning broadcaster
Zapp (NPO3) Netherlands

The Beauty Influencers, for the first time ever, they are leaving the virtual world to
help people find their right look! But will they be up for this amazing challenge?
Who will be crowned Best Influencer?
4 seasons on TFX.
Produced under licences with 90 daily episodes for MBC4 in the Middle East.
Soon to be adapted in Greece.

Let’s Keep It Between Us

Adapted by
MBC 4 Middle East

THE ANSWER IS ALWAYS PRIDE AND LOVE

ENTERTAINMENT TALK SHOW FORMAT
WITH A MEDICAL TWIST
Weekly

8x50’

© De Mensen

© Sweet Pixel
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Commissioning broadcaster
TF1 France

Vanity Plates

(Ça ne sortira pas d’ici)

Format successfully produced under license in Germany by Bavaria Entertainment
for WDR. Phobias, medical history, diet, habits, surgery, hobbies and lifestyle,
nothing is off limits in this entertaining and revealing medical interview. It’s a way
to see celebrities as you’ve never seen them before! In France, the first two seasons
produced by Newen for France 2 were very successful with a third season set to
be released soon.
Nominated for Best Studio Entertainment at 2019 Rose d’Or Awards.

Produced by
TF1 Production

Produced by
17 Juin Media
Commissioning broadcaster
France 2
International broadcaster
WDR Germany

VANITY PLATES is a brand-new reality series about the people behind the
most striking personalized license plates. FUNERAL, SEX 069 and ELEPHANT.
DRTHVDR, WONDER and PI 314. Who are these people? And what's their
story? Each episode of Vanity Plates introduces viewers to five proud owners of
a vanity plate.

Produced by
De Mensen
Commissioning broadcaster
VTM Belgium
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